Weekly or monthly unlimited HD-quality streaming

Enjoy the superior onboard Internet experience you and your guests deserve with KVH Elite unlimited streaming service. KVH Elite delivers high-speed bandwidth with no overages or usage limits, ideal for the most sophisticated yachts and charters. Enjoy connectivity offshore, just like at home with all the apps you rely on, including:

- Streaming popular HD movies, TV content, and music
- Real-time communications and entertainment
- Social media
- Email and messaging
- Web browsing, and much more

Mediterranean Service plus contiguous KVH Elite coverage from Canada to the Caribbean

KVH Elite service is offered in the Mediterranean (including the Black Sea and the Adriatic Sea), the Caribbean (including Florida and the eastern Caribbean), and Eastern North America (including the Canadian Maritimes, New England, and northern Florida) for contiguous coverage from Canada to the Caribbean. Limited reservations are available for all regions. Email elite@kvh.com to reserve your dates today!

KVH Elite is powered by the award-winning TracPhone® and new TracNet™ systems

KVH Elite is compatible with KVH’s TracPhone V7hts and V11hts antennas, as well as the new TracPhone H60 and H90 hybrid antennas, with no modifications necessary. Simply choose an on-demand KVH Elite Weekly or KVH Elite Monthly package for those times you need it. And when you aren’t enjoying KVH Elite, you can take full advantage of KVH’s outstanding global HTS service with flexible airtime plans and unlimited data suspensions wherever your adventures take you, all with the same antenna.

Highlights

- Dedicated bandwidth and unlimited data to support HD-quality video streaming and more for onboard mobile devices and smart screens¹
- Available as a weekly or monthly airtime plan with no overages
- Easy over-the-air activation and support from KVH Superyacht Group
- Crystal-clear, prioritized VoIP service for exceptional call quality
- Full access to KVH’s dual-channel configuration, enabling owners and guests to enjoy high-speed connectivity via KVH Elite, while crew and operations connections can be managed via the Unlimited Use data channel
- Service and support covered by KVH OneCare™

Pricing & Reservations

7-day weekly plan: USD$2,000
30-day monthly plan: USD$7,000
Add-a-day (7+ days): USD$500

Advance reservations required. For inquiries or reservations, please contact elite@kvh.com or +1 401-608-2233

¹KVH Elite speeds vary based on a variety of factors, including vessel location, weather, network conditions, etc. KVH 1-meter antennas offer a KVH Elite maximum download speed of 25 Mbps, typical speed of 15 Mbps, and a committed information rate of 6 Mbps. KVH 60 cm antennas offer a KVH Elite maximum download speed of 15 Mbps, typical speed of 10 Mbps, and a committed information rate of 6 Mbps.
KVH Elite is available in the following regions:

A. KVH Elite Eastern North American Coverage
B. KVH Elite Mediterranean Coverage
C. KVH Elite Caribbean Coverage

Global HTS Coverage plus KVH Elite Service Areas

Ku-band Coverage
C-band Coverage
KVH Elite Service*
Combined Ku- and C-band Coverage

*Seasonal availability, contact elite@kvh.com for details.

KVH Elite coverage includes Florida and eastern Caribbean islands, the Mediterranean Sea (including the Adriatic Sea and Black Sea), and Eastern North America.

And when you aren’t in the KVH Elite region, you still enjoy:

- The benefits of KVH’s global HTS network
- 276 million square km (106 million square miles) of Ku-band coverage
- Global connections and unmatched speed as fast as 20 Mbps/3 Mbps (down/up)

Please note: Data rates may vary in different regions and under different conditions.

kvh.com/elite